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Your chairman was one of the six speakers from RAGE chosen to present our objections.
The six speakers covered the main issues:
∗
The proposed extensions beyond the areas for extraction laid down in the County
Minerals Plan.
∗
The failure to prove the need for more gravel (particularly in view of the regional
requirements being revised downwards just before the meeting, not to mention the
housing slump).
∗
The dire impact of 84 extra trucks a day on the City’s roads.
∗
The noise, dirt and unsightliness of on-site gravel processing and silt pressing.
∗
The severe environmental impacts on an area close to the new National Park.
∗
The urbanisation of the strategic gap between Lavant and Chichester.
As the County wrote to Tarmac: “The scale and extent of the proposed development,
which extends beyond the area allocated in the adopted West Sussex Minerals Local Plan
2003, would have an unacceptable adverse impact on the amenity, character, and environment of the area by virtue of its overall scale and design and the nature of associated
operations, including the movement of extracted material….”
Of course Tarmac may well appeal but we will carry on the fight!
www.chichestersociety.org.uk

Clutter in Chichester
Clutter in Chichester is nothing
new. It was only a hundred years
ago that North Street and East
Street were regularly filled with
pens for the animals being sold
and, later in the day, with the droppings that were left behind! Even if
you don’t remember that era, there
must be some readers who experienced traffic squeezing through our
main streets and past the Cross under the watchful eye of the policeman on point duty there.

Sadler’s Walk had an A-board in
North Street! There is even an
A-board down at Quarry Lane
advertising the manufacture of
more A-boards!

An A-Board = An Illegal
Obstruction
Each and every one of these boards
constitutes an illegal obstruction of
the highway, and they are a menace to anyone who has poor sight.
Where there are major groupings,
the matter of obstruction is not just
a technical legal matter, but a definite hindrance to moving around.
And, if it’s a windy day, they blow
over and make a trip hazard.

Street Directory (Cathedral Close, off
South Street)

for shops to be recognised from a
distance. Shops in side streets may
need a little help, and the Society
supports both hanging signs and a
street directory (see photo above)
How necessary are they? The shop- at the end of the side street. Tourists, an important source of wealth,
keepers, particularly now that
do not come to see A-boards, but
times are hard, seem to think that
rather to admire buildings and
the presence of an A-board is the
only thing that will stop their busi- quality streetscapes. Perhaps the
greatest need for A-boards is felt
ness going under.
by our local dog population, as
street lights in Chichester are on
walls not on posts!

The Brighton example
Reproduced by kind permission of
ChichesterWeb

Brighton Council, which is a unitary authority responsible for its
own highways and not part of East
I don’t think that any of us would
or West Sussex, has acted on
want to go back to those days, and
A-boards at a council meeting on
we appreciate the facility to walk
24 April. The RNIB had been
down an uncluttered street with
threatening High Court action on
pleasant views of shops on either
the obstruction caused to blind and
side, and the general bustle of
A-Boards
at
the
end
of
partially sighted people. In the end,
shoppers going about their busiCrane Street
a compromise has been announced,
ness.
which may well satisfy no-one! All
But can we? The menace of the
The Society’s View
A-boards are to be licensed;
A-board has come to Chichester
licences will not be granted unless
with a vengeance. It is said that on The Chichester Society however
there is a clear pavement width of
a typical day in Chichester you can argues that in the vast majority of
1.3 metres (about 4.5 feet) and no
cases, the location of shops is
find over 200 A-boards dotted
shop will be allowed more than one
known to their customers and the
about the streets. Some advertise
A-board is unnecessary; and on the A-board, nor any A-board not
the adjacent shop, though we are
immediately outside the shop.
basis that ‘familiarity breeds conseeing instances (Cheltenham &
There will be enforcement consistGloucester amongst others) where tempt’, the number of boards that
ing of a warning, then confiscation,
one A-board is deemed to be insuf- we now have will simply mean that
and eventually prosecution.
ficient. Some advertise a shop over they are overlooked and ignored.
a quarter of a mile away. At ChristOur main streets are wide enough
(Continued on page 3)
mas time, the Calendar Club in
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Other Clutter
A-boards are not the only form of clutter. Almost as
bad are the steadily increasing numbers of poles carrying signs. Once erected, they never go away – there
is a bus stop in Chapel Street from the days when the
Tesco minibus used to run that way, just the pole and
no sign on it. The Drinking Control Area signs that
were put up a few years ago were in several cases not
attached to existing poles, but acquired a pole of their
own for a sign about 4x6 inches – there is an example
outside the Council House. The prime place for pole
spotters is in Eastgate Square, where the recent new
layout was supposed to improve the appearance of the
area. Count the poles! (Answer at foot of article)
The blame for both A-board and pole clutter rests
with West Sussex County Council. Another question
for you; the access to how many houses is protected
by this ‘Hump’ warning at West Walls, the expense to
include being fully illuminated every night too? At
the same time as filling our streets with a superfluity
of poles, ironically the Highways Department appears
to be unable to mend the important and useful sign at
the roundabout at the end of Oaklands Way! Anyway,
when you see yet another unnecessary pole going up,
let your Committee know and write to the Highways
Department yourself – eventually we may get the
message across that yet another pole in the street is
not really needed.

David Wilson

Eastgate Square from The Hornet – count the signs!

‘Hump’ sign at Wall Cottage Drive, West Walls

Answers: There are 14 poles to be seen in the Eastgate picture (the ‘20’
sign on the left has only one pole).
There are just 4 houses in the cul-de-sac beyond the ‘Hump’ sign.

Fathers Day Sunday 21 June
Toys For The Boys! A chance for dad (and the
rest of the family!) to try some unusual and challenging countryside activities. Sample some of the
Museum’s courses in traditional rural trades and
crafts, drive a vintage tractor and work with the
Shire horses.

Early Music Afternoon
Sunday 12 July from 2pm – 6pm
Song and dance from medieval, Tudor and Stuart
times in the wonderful setting of our historic buildings. Come just to listen or join in the dancing!

Rare Breeds Show Sunday 19 July
Four legs, furry legs, feathered legs…come and
get up close to over 500 cattle, sheep, pigs, goats
and poultry in this delightful agricultural show for
rare and traditional breeds of farm animals. With
prizes at stake, and classes for young handlers,
it’s one of the biggest shows of its kind in the
south east and hugely popular with visitors and
exhibitors alike. Plus craft and trade stands with a
countryside theme.
Open 10.30am – 6pm. Adults £8.25; over 60s
£7.25; children £4.40; family (2+3) £22.65;
children under 5 free.
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Sadler’s Walk: A cherished asset
The Sadler family was prominent
in the business life of Chichester
for many years. Their range of interests included farming, milling
and the manufacture of animal
foods including dog biscuits. For
many years Sadlers leased moorings in Chichester Harbour and
they also leased Dell Quay from
1897-1959, suggesting that they
were involved in coastwise trade.
Family members served as trustees
of the Corn Exchange, just across
East Street from their office at
No.44.

afford larger and more expensive
units fronting the main shopping
streets.

By 1984 Sadler’s Walk, as the arcade had been named, was open
for business. It was one of a number of arcades in the city centre –
St Peter the Great in West Street,
Old Theatre mall in South Street
and two others in St Pancras – that
attracted the attention of the Chichester Society Newsletter in April
1984. Contrasting these with the
newly opened Sainsbury
“Hypermarket”, Philip Whitaker
wrote “The arcades must surely be
The trading hall of the Corn Exchange held a theatrical licence as welcomed. They offer opportunity
early as 1907 and it is believed to to people with small capital and
have housed the city’s first cinema. wide choice to the shopper.” He
In 1927 it was leased to a London described the Buttermarket as a
“venerable prototype” but, in 2009,
company, Exchange Theatre Ltd.
we are uncertain what sorts of
for 35 years. The classical colontrade will follow the planned
nade, with iron columns is still
prominent although the hall is now makeover of this building.
the Next clothing shop and the
Mr Whitaker wrote in more detail
warehouse area in Baffin’s Lane is about Sadler’s Walk. In 1984
now a solicitor’s office.
“Several (tenants) have come and

The move to 40 East Street
By 1935 Sadler’s Corn & Seed
merchants had a new shop at 40
East Street, with two floors of offices above. Whether this was entirely newly built is not clear but
photos in the West Sussex Record
Office show a new façade in a
‘stripped classical’ style facing
East Street. It survives almost unchanged. Eagle Star Insurance was
an office tenant in the 1930s.

Creating the Arcade
In the early 1980s Sadler’s used
the considerable depth of their
premises to create an arcade of
small shops with entrances from a
yard in Little London and from
East Street. We have been told that
the company saw a demand from
the smaller traders, who were beginning to find that they could not
Registered Charity No. 268055

gone… Now the Walk has what
appears to be a healthy mixture,
from sandwiches to stamps, from
apples to antiques.”

Above: the East Street frontage
dating from 1935

Above: the entrance from East Street

The Arcade today
Twenty-five years later there is
still a healthy mixture although
changing circumstances and the
current retail downturn have taken
their toll. Sadler’s Walk is still a
good place to go to change currency or for photography, ladies’
clothes, shoes and watches, jewellery, knick-knacks, bridal wear,
cookware, frozen meals, pictures,
computer hardware and software,
cakes or coffee or a light meal.
There are some vacant shops as
traders face competition from mail
order and the Internet, edge-oftown retail parks, and the larger
multiple stores. Some small

The entrance from Little London
(Continued on page 5)
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businesses have also closed because
of changes within the owners’
families.

Another Chi-Sore: The Bedford Hotel

What of the future?
The loss of the Post Office in 2008
was a serious blow, as its presence
had significantly increased the footfall within the arcade.
Filling the vacant units in the present recession is a problem. A tenant is likely to have to find at least
£30,000 per annum for rent and
business rates before beginning to
trade. However Chichester owes
much of its retail business to the
network of small shops within the
historic centre, and Sadler’s Walk
has the location and ambience to
continue to be an attractive shopping arcade.
The Sadler family interest in the
Walk finally ended in 2008. By all
accounts they took a personal interest in the traders and a close eye on
the management of the property.

Change of name?
The Chichester Society has recently
seen a planning application including a proposal from the new owner
to change its name to ‘Little London Walk’. This would end public
recognition of the Sadler connection in Chichester and it could lead
to confusion with the nearby street
‘Little London’. It is to be hoped
that further consideration will see
the name ‘Sadler’s Walk’ retained
as the arcade continues to be a cherished asset for the city.

A member, Mr Lugsdin, writes "Is there anything the Chichester Society can do to facilitate the progress of building or demolishing the
Bedford Hotel in Southgate? It has been in its current state for a long
while and is not the most attractive sight on entering the city from the
South".
Thanks to Mr Lugsdin for pointing this out. The answer is that we have
no direct power in the matter, and the District Council have been less
than keen in the past to use any reserve powers they have, when we
have approached them. But maybe a bit of naming and shaming will
do the trick. We will be sending a copy of this to the developers
to show that their (non-)efforts have not gone unnoticed.
STOP PRESS. This Chisore was given extra impetus by a mention on
Radio Sussex on the 12th of May, as an item on the presenter's wish
list of things in the County to be tidied up. The Chichester Society got
a mention for its nomination.

..and yet another
ChiSore

John Pavitt

This time rubbish bins, weeds
and litter by the Oxmarket as
reported by one of our
members, Margaret
Henderson.
Time for a clean-up and tidyup by those responsible, we
suggest. Ownership and responsibility are unknown to us.
Can any reader enlighten us?

Books,
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Traffic Growth is engulfing us all!
writes Cicestrian
Proportionate to its size, Chichester has suffered more than most
towns and cities from the exponential traffic growth of the past few
decades. It has now reached a
point where some parts of it are
crucified by car and juggernaut.

Congested city roads
On the eastern approach, there is
the horrendously congested Westhampnett Road, leading into the
hazardous and air-polluted Eastgate area.

We deserve better
Well, one senior county councillor
told a recent meeting that Chichester deserves a better traffic system.
She was dead right.
Our system has developed, in a
piecemeal, haphazard way - an
'improvement' here, something
else there. Not enough money to
do this or that, unless developers
chip in, and a general lack of foresight and drive.

I'm sure road engineers given a
free hand would find it quite
Long delays on the A27: and for anstraightforward to design a perfect
other 10 or 15 years or more?
system for the city - sweeping
away buildings, creating dual carriageways, and generally wrecking Retailers have traditionally opthe environment to make way for posed any restrictions on traffic
Add to this the increasing pressure King Car.
movement and parking within the
on many other roads around the
city. But the face of retailing is
city - Orchard Street, Spitalfield
changing dramatically, with a vast
But I suspect most Society memLane, Stockbridge Road and
amount of carborne shopping now
bers would prefer to opt for deBognor Road are just four obvious thronement and regicide of the car. taking place at the out of town
examples - and you are confronted
superstores and retail centres.
by a carcinogenic cocktail of air
pollution, dirt and noise.
Traffic from the north is funnelled
into the dreadful Northgate gyratory system, and in the south we
have the daily chaos created by the
level-crossing gates.

A27 delays
Why are we in this awful mess? It
can only get worse and worse,
with the prospect of lengthy delays
to improvements on the A27
Chichester bypass, which would at
least have eased some of the problems.
In fact, conditions on the A27 are
so bad that drivers of heavy goods
vehicles are now 'rat running'
through parts of the city, because
this is quicker for them, piling on
the misery for local residents.
Typical queue around Metro House
(Continued on page 7)
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The changing pattern of
city centre shopping
Many people coming into city and
town centres are looking for a different, more relaxed sort of visit these
days - on their way out for meals,
entertainment, or looking at local attractions, shopping for clothes and
luxuries rather than the big weekly
heap of groceries.
Surely a lot of visitors would be amenable now to the concept of park and
ride, or even park and stride, even if
this meant closing and selling off
some city centre car parks, using the
proceeds to create parking space,
maybe multi-storeys, outside the
centre.

Most of us still cling to our cars and clog the streets with them.

Need for a Master Plan
A master plan, an overall strategy, is
desperately needed for the city, not a
muddled, painfully slow, progressive
inching forward.
Vision, imagination, and clear thinking is required. New concepts have to
be considered - such as the possibility of a congestion charge directed
specifically at heavy lorries, to
reduce the rat-running problem I
mentioned earlier.
The Society was founded with the
slogan 'Save Our City.' Given what
local people are now having to put up
with, a second one should be added 'Save Our Citizens.'

Time for a regular Park and Ride service?

Join the debate: let us have
your views.
Please write to the Secretary,
11 North Walls, Chichester
PO19 1DA
or email chisoc@hotmail.com

Level crossing delays every day: what chance of any respite?
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The Bailiff of Chichester
A history in two parts by City Councillor Barry Fletcher
Part Two
Although some aspects of the responsibilities of the bailiff declined
during the nineteenth century, the
office still retained some importance and in order for anyone to
serve as Mayor of Chichester they
had previously to have served as
bailiff. A typical minute would
read as follows:

Quarter Sessions ordered that:

…the Bayliff of this City do on Saturday the Thirtieth day of April
instant between the hours of
Eleven and One cause the said
Elizabeth Combs to be conveyed to
the West Gate of the said City and
there to be stript from the waist
upwards and tyed to the tail of a
cart and (by the Common Crier or
23rd September 1818
some other proper person to be
At this Assembly Mr Mayor pro- appointed for that purpose) whipt
posed and nominated Mr Alder- from the said West Gate to the East
Gate of the City aforesaid, and
man Quantock and Mr James
Powell, who has served the office there to be set at large from her
imprisonment, paying her fees.
of Bailiff, to stand and be in
Election for Mayor of this City
This was not an isolated case and
for the ensuing year.
these events always took place on
An annual list was published of the a Saturday at the same time.
members of the City Council in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth Another important duty was the
century which shows the Council supervision of executions. Public
divided into three groups. First executions took place at the Broyle
were the mayor and aldermen – on what was to become the
that is those who had previously Roussillon barracks parade ground.
served as mayor and who then be- The last public execution in Chichcame known as aldermen; then ester took place in 1818 when the
were those who had served as bail- death of a soldier in a drunken
iff, and so were eligible to become brawl led to one of his fellow solmayor but had not yet done so; and diers being hanged. An account of
finally the members of the Com- the execution records that when the
mon Council who had not yet prisoner was brought out of the jail
served as bailiff. A framed copy of at Eastgate he was ‘handed over to
one of these lists can be seen at the the Bailiff.’
Council House.
In 1902 Eugene Street, Bailiff of
the Liberty of the City of ChichesApplying the Law
ter, as he described himself, wrote
In addition to being a qualifying an article for Sussex Archaeologioffice for those wishing to become cal Collections about aspects of
mayor, the bailiff did have other municipal life in Chichester. He
important duties that continued mentions his office of bailiff and
until the early nineteenth century. suggested that the Bailiff’s Court
In April 1757 Elizabeth Combs originally corresponded to the
was found guilty of stealing five Court of a Hundred in a county. He
yards of cloth and the Court of also said that on the last occasion
of someone being hung in ChichesRegistered Charity No. 268055

Councillor Martyn Bell, bailiff for
2008-09, carrying the bailiff’s stick

ter, presumably 1818, a relative of
his was the bailiff and had to go to
London to interview the common
hangman and secure his services
for the execution.

Surviving Reform
In the early 1830s a survey took
place of municipal corporations
with a view to putting them on a
more democratic basis. In the report, published in 1835, it was
noted that in Chichester the Bailiff’s Court of Liberty was still proclaimed at the Cross but ‘nothing
whatever is done in this court, nor
is anything known of the purpose
for which it was intended.’ By this
date the work was largely done by
the Town Clerk.
Following the passing of the Municipal Corporations Reform Act
of 1835 the old ‘closed’ Chichester
Corporation was abolished and for
(Continued on page 9)
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the first time in Chichester there
was an elected Council which took
office on 1st January 1836. The
new Council appointed an Officers
Inquiry Committee to carry out a
detailed review of the responsibilities and the duties of its officers.
Their report had this to say about
the office of the bailiff:
With respect to the bailiff it appears to your committee that he
has had no active duties to perform
but, as his office is for the City
similar to the Office of the Sheriff
for a County and processes issued
from the City Court of Record are
directed to him it seems to be essential that his office should continue to exist and your Committee
therefore recommend to the Council to immediately appoint a Bailiff
without a salary.
The office of the Bailiff of Chichester has continued down to this
day, although its legal side has
long since disappeared. It is no

longer a formal requirement to
have served as bailiff before becoming mayor but in reality councillors often do first become bailiff
and then subsequently become
deputy mayor, which post is a relatively modern invention, and then
mayor. In my own case I held
these offices in three successive
years.
Each bailiff carries the Bailiff’s
Stick. We do not know how old the
present stick is because in 1836 the
newly elected Liberal/Radical
Council sold off all the plate,
glasses and regalia etc in a move to
make a break with the previous
administration. Only the mayor’s
ring & snuff box were not sold.
However a group of conservative
minded gentlemen bought up the
most important items and in 1896
these were restored to the City
Council. There is a list of the items
returned on one of the boards in
the Council Chamber. In the catalogue for the 1836 sale, item 103 is
described as 'The Bailiff's Stick

with rich silver mounting and crystal top.' However the present stick
does not have a crystal top so the
original one may have been damaged or broken at some point. In
1954 the late Russell Purchase
wrote a booklet called 'The Story
of the Corporation Plate' and in it
he describes the Bailiff's Stick as
'A malacca stick with silver mounting.' This describes the stick we
now have.
A worthy part of our history
Of course it could be said that in
the twenty first century having a
bailiff in Chichester who has no
real duties is just so much mumbo
jumbo and we would be better off
without one, but there is a sense in
which it remains a part of Chichester’s history.
For nearly eight hundred years
there has been a Bailiff of Chichester and why shouldn’t we continue
to have one?

THE SOUTH DOWNS, PROTECTED,
FOR ALL TO ENJOY FOREVER
Do you cherish the open wild spaces of the South Downs?
Do you want to see them preserved and enhanced?
Protected from intrusive development?
A haven for wildlife and excellent paths and access land?
This is what the South Downs Society wants to see.
We work in the Sussex and Hampshire Downs to protect the beauty
of the Downs and people’s enjoyment of them.

Don’t forget our website
where you can view
previous newsletters and
read our policy statements.

Join now and help us protect the Downs for future generations.

www.chichestersociety.org.uk/
index.html

As a member of the Chichester Society you qualify for a 33% discount
on your first year’s membership (£13.30 single and £16.70 joint instead of
£20 and £25).

You can email us on

To join call Christine Burgess on 01798 875073 and to find out more about
us visit our website at www.southdownssociety.org.uk
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At last: There will be a South Downs National Park
On 31 March, the 60th anniversary
of the National Parks Act 1949, the
Environment Secretary of State
Hilary Benn announced that the
South Downs are to become England's ninth National Park (NP).
A shadow National Park Authority
(NPA) will be set up on 1st April
2010 and will take on its full
responsibilities exactly a year
later. The majority of its members
will be councillors representing the
Counties, Districts and Parishes,
with a minority appointed by the
Minister for their specialist local
knowledge and expertise, following
an open advertisement to which
anyone may apply.

South Downs Joint Committee, including the recently adopted Management Plan for the Downs. The
NPA will have full planning powers but will have the option of delegating some of its planning functions back to the District Councils,
provided they can guarantee that
they have the necessary professional expertise.

Hilary Benn has decided that
the Western Weald (the countryside
around Petersfield, Midhurst and
Petworth) should be included in the
NP, as well as Lewes and Ditchling, but unfortunately not the
countryside between Chichester
and the Downland slopes, for which
the Chichester Sub Group, includThe South Downs NPA will be a
ing our Society, had presented a
permanent authority, funded distrong case. This is on account of
rectly by the Government. Its obits inferior landscape quality, aljectives will be to protect and enhance the Park, provide greater op- though Chichester will become an
important gateway to the NP, parportunities for all to enjoy its special character, and to assist all who ticularly for cyclists and walkers.
live or work within the Park. It will The NPA will have the funds to
subsidise better public transport to
build on the excellent work of the
enable all to visit the Downs
Registered Charity No. 268055

whether or not they have a car.
The NP includes several villages of
Downland character, including East
& West Ashling, Funtington, West
Stoke and Lavant. North of the City
the boundary runs along Trumley
Lane between West Stoke and Lavant, and along the Lavant Straight
north of Goodwood airfield/motor
racetrack.
The South Downs Campaign to
which the Chichester Society is affiliated will close down later this
year, its task completed, but the
South Downs Society (formerly the
Society of Sussex Downsmen) will
continue to campaign for the beauty
of the Downs as it has done for
over 80 years. The Society is offering an introductory first year's onethird reduced subscription to all
Chichester Society members who
join the South Downs Society before the South Downs Campaign
disbands in the Autumn. (See advert on page 9).

John Templeton
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Above: the National Park boundary to the north and west of Chichester
Below : the National Park boundary, subject to consultation on six prospective additions, none in the Chichester
area.
Maps reproduced by kind permission of Natural England
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A Summer Walk round Brandy Hole Copse
Since the last article (September
2008), Brandy Hole Copse has
earned a Silver-Gilt Award from
South East in Bloom 2008 in the
Country Park category, for its
Management Plan, its ongoing
maintenance programme, and for
the care taken to conserve and
encourage its fauna and flora.
Much credit is due to the volunteers who work there regularly
through the year and to the District Council staff who manage
this and other open spaces around
Chichester, adding so much to
the city's character.

Rich in Ecology
This area of woodland and ponds,
so close to the city centre, is amazingly rich in its ecology. Chichester Natural History Society has
carried out regular surveys of the
flora and fauna over the last 10
years, and this survey data was
summarised for the new 5-year
Management Plan (and can be accessed, with the Plan, on www.
chichester.gov.uk). Within the
Copse's 15 acres, there are no less
than 50 species of trees and shrubs
to be found, nearly 200 species of
flowering plants, grasses and
rushes, and a similar number of
fungi, ferns and mosses. Among
the fauna, 20 different mammals
have been recorded, 40 bird species, 25 butterflies and 200 moths,
and over 300 types of insects.

Coppicing in progress

Above: Meadow Brown Below: Speckled Wood

We hope you will spot a variety of
these species on your next walk
through the Copse. We hope also
that you will note the different
ways that the fauna is encouraged
- bird and bat boxes, specific
plants for specific butterflies etc,
and retained bramble patches and
wood piles for insect or small animal habitats.
(Continued on page 13)
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Coppicing
Most visitors will enter the
Copse from the marked parking
area in Brandy Hole Lane West.
Much of this area is old chestnut coppice, interspersed with
paths and some preserved
"standard" trees. A programme
of winter coppicing has now
begun across this area, following a traditional 12-15 year cycle for chestnut, so you will see
some cleared spaces, but also
prodigious new growth from the
recently cut stumps. Some of
the cut coppice wood is sold,
some "chipped" for path repairs,
some used for the ongoing task
of restoring the boundary
hedges of the reserve (you can
see some recent hedge-laying
along the southwest boundary
of the copse).

Above: Marsh Marigolds

Below: Willow Pond

The “Rides”
A few of the pathways have
been widened into "rides" to
allow in more sunlight and to
encourage new plant species
and associated fauna, especially
butterflies. Three butterfly species have particularly benefited
- watch out for the Meadow
Brown and Gatekeeper which
have moved into the copse from
the open field, and the brown
and yellow Speckled Wood
which enjoys the dappled sun
and shade conditions.

The Entrenchments

ing brought within the Reserve
Plan. This open meadow land,
At the eastern edge of the coppice, an embankment topped with incorporating an old pond which
mature oak trees marks one of the is being cleared and replanted, is
particularly valuable for the life
Chichester Entrenchments scheduled ancient monuments and cycle of many species seen in the
Reserve and needs to be actively
old land boundaries, part
conserved.
Romano-British, part Medieval.
To the south of the coppice area, a Willow Pond
triangular-shaped field is now,
with the kind cooperation of the
Heading north again through the
landowner and tenant farmer, be- coppice woods, you reach Willow
ISSUE NUMBER 161~ JUNE 2009
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Pond, one of the three established
ponds in the Reserve. There are
seats here and an information
panel describing Brandy Hole
Copse's history, geography and
ecology. In summer the pond is
colourful with lilies and other waterside plants, and buzzing with
insects. Beyond is "Cops
Pond" (named for the Royal Military Police who dug it out in
(Continued on page 14)
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1990) which is kept in a wilder
state to encourage insect and amphibian breeding.
Following one of the eastward
paths from here, either through
more chestnut coppice or along a
new east-west alignment of the
Chichester Entrenchments, you
will come to an area where gravel
was extracted in the eighteenth
century, and where smugglers of
that time allegedly hid brandy and
other contraband. There is also
some twentieth century archaeology here relating to Second
World War tank roadblocks.
Nowadays this hollow is a
valuable wet environment with a
distinct ecology.

Above: part of Chichester entrenchments. Below: World War II tank traps

To the south the big open field is
now cultivated. It is outside the
Reserve proper, but there are
pleasant permissive paths around
the field and conservation margins
have been agreed with the landowner and farmer to protect the
Copse environment.
Beyond, Centurion Way bisects
the Reserve and provides an important supportive wildlife corridor
and recreational path. There is a
further wooded area of the Reserve
the other side of this, providing
pleasant walking from Broyle Rd
and East Broyle estate, and here is
Brandy Hole Pond, the largest of
the ponds in the Reserve and
usually full of wildfowl and
ship Secretary, Michelle Craddock,
flowering plants.
9 Bristol Gardens, Chichester P019
5EA or the Friends’ new
Do pay a visit to the Copse this
Chairman, Tony Dignum, on
summer and enjoy its special
01243 538585 or by email to
character.
tonydignum@btinternet.com.

The Friends
If you have a little time to help
support the on-going conservation
tasks physically or financially,
consider joining the many Friends
of Brandy Hole Copse.
Please contact either the MemberRegistered Charity No. 268055

Nigel Brown
Chairman, Brandy Hole Copse
Local Nature Reserve Management
Board
Photos kindly provided by Mike
Perry except Coppicing in
Progress by Lindsey Bates
THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
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Another ChiSore: The old Girls’ High School site
in Stockbridge Road
Member Julian Snell reminded us
that this site, vacated by the school
on its consolidation onto one site in
Kingsham Road, had received planning permission for housing years
ago. However, no new building took
place, leaving it as a ChiSore for
years.
The good news is that there are now
firm proposals for a start to be made
on the site, with blocks of student
flats to be built. Student accommodation is scarce in Chichester and
students make up a significant part
of the city economy.
The bad news is that the developers
have gone completely over the top,
and are proposing no less than 321
flats on site. The Environmental
Health Officer is pointing out that
the rooms and kitchen facilities are
below the statutory minimum size.
In addition it is proposed to provide
only 11 car parking space – even the

ISSUE NUMBER 161~ JUNE 2009

developers admit that this is below
standard provision. The proposed
number of flats would cause grave
annoyance to neighbours with onstreet parking, excessive late night

www.chichestersociety.org.uk

noise and litter.
The Society will be trying to achieve
a major reduction in scale before
any development goes ahead.
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Sustainability and its application
to our neighbourhoods
Sustainability is a term that is seen
more and more nowadays. But
what does sustainability actually
mean, and what, if any, relevance
does it have?

Economic
Development

What is sustainability?
There have been reams of books,
papers and internet pages written
about the definition of sustainability. However this hasn’t helped
most of us understand it!
The definition I find most useful
is:

Social cohesion, access
& equality

Environmental
Constraints

‘Sustainability is about ensuring
that the actions and decisions we
take today guarantee a better quality of life for everyone now and for
generations to come.’

But what makes a good
quality of life?

Sustainability

It is likely that this will be a combination of things. It might include able solutions to the big challenges
friends and family, a good job, ac- we face to governments. But refercess to parks, etc.
ring back to the definition of sustainability, the actions and deciWhatever the reasons, it is likely
sions we all make will have an
that these can broadly be thought
effect.
of as a combination of social, economic and environmental factors. This shouldn’t be something to be
However we don’t pigeon hole our scared of, but something empowerpriorities into these issues, and nei- ing. Big issues can be tackled by
individuals. We can all take acther does sustainability.
tions and make decisions that will
Sustainability recognises that these help deliver sustainable solutions
issues are linked.
now and for the future. The Greening Campaign is a great example
To achieve a sustainable solution it
of this.
is necessary to understand and address the links between the issues. The Greening Campaign
Taking this approach means it is
possible to deliver long lasting,
The Greening Campaign is about
sustainable solutions.
local communities working together to reduce their effect on cliChange begins with you and mate change, and ultimately being
me
ready for a future with a changed
It is easy to leave finding sustain- climate.
Registered Charity No. 268055

The Campaign is a structured programme with Four Phases to work
through. It is supported by West
Sussex County Council and Chich(Continued on page 17)
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ester District Council, and there is
also a dedicated Greening Campaign team that offer unlimited
support, as well as an information
pack to guide you through Phase
One.
Fishbourne and Parklands are
amongst the first areas to start a
Greening Campaign in and around
Chichester. Both have just finished
Phase One of their Campaigns.
During this launch phase every
household is given a pledge card
detailing eight to ten simple actions they can take to reduce energy consumption and waste, and
in doing so make financial savings
while benefiting the environment.
Households are asked to carry out
at least five of these challenges,
and then display the card in a
prominent location. A card count
and a quick calculation (carried out
by the Greening support team) lets
you know how much money and
carbon dioxide the community has
managed to collectively save.

Greening Parklands
Greening Parklands is part of the
Parklands Residents’ Association
and co-ordinated by two volunteers. The campaign launch involved Parklands primary and
Bishop Luffa secondary schools
plus several community groups
including the Scouts. There were
activities with recycling artists and
pottery painting to engage children
and help them understand how
they could make a difference.

Above:Launching meeting for
Greening Fishbourne
Right:Learning about energy-saving
light bulbs

canvassing the community about
what happens next. They feel
strongly that Phase Two will only
succeed and achieve real change if
more people get involved and work
together as a community, including
those people who don’t feel they
can make a difference.

Greening Fishbourne
Our campaign is led by a Steering
Group of five volunteers from the
Parish Council and Church’s Eco
Faith Group.

At our launch there were stands
explaining why the challenges on
the back of our greening card are
important, and the benefits of carrying them out. We also enticed
people along by offering as many
The campaign was promoted
through adverts in St Wilfrid’s par- freebies as possible! Chichester
ish newsletter, interviews on Spirit Djembe Drumming Club, who are
FM and an article in the Chichester based in Fishbourne, also provided
live entertainment.
Observer. Over 140 people participated in the launch event, reWe made use of existing parish
sulting in 7% of households in
magazines to promote the camParklands displaying their card.
paign, and deliver the cards.
The co-ordinators are currently
ISSUE NUMBER 161~ JUNE 2009
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We have just completed our card
count. 11% of households in the
village took part. Overall our community has saved a staggering
52,114.55kg of carbon dioxide and
88,665 litres water.
Our next steps include investigating allotment provision in the village.
For more information about the
Greening Campaign, visit their
website:
www.greening-campaign.co.uk

Ruth O’Brien
Fishbourne Parish Councillor
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Smuggling in Sussex: A victimless crime?
Today evading customs duty on
alcohol and tobacco is seen as a
harmless occupation for which the
punishment is a fine and confiscation of the goods or occasionally
imprisonment. Smugglers of old
had an image of being jovial rascals often the subjects of romantic
ballads and poetry. As we shall see
this wasn't always the case.

Langston, Chichester and Pagham,
and the tides racing through each
narrow entrance, could be used to
carry rafts of floating tubs. There
was only one excise man at
Emsworth covering the area.

The Hawkhurst Gang

Sussex was part of the territory of
the notorious Hawkhurst Gang
A long history
which controlled smuggling from
The illegal movement of goods to Whitstable to Poole. It frequently
recruited men from Chichester and
and from France had been active
probably used the old gravel pits in
since the fourteenth century. But
smuggling on the south coast really Old Broyle Wood (now Brandy
Hole Copse) to conceal contratook off with the export of wool
and the strict regulations governing band. There was nothing romantic
it in the early 17th century. Chich- about this gang. Members resorted
to torture and murder to make sure
ester was then one of the few
that their trade was not interrupted.
towns where wool was legally
They called themselves "free tradtraded (the Wool Staplers).
ers". They frequently drank gin or
Early in the 18th century, levies on rum to excess.
tea, tobacco and spirits caused the
A famous case resulted in a Spewidespread smuggling of these
cial Chichester Assize being held
commodities, particularly along
at the Guildhall in 1749. Seven
the South Coast. Wine, silk, lace,
members of the Hawkhurst Gang
jewellery, spices, coffee and
chocolate were also valuable con- were convicted of particularly bartraband. As traditional industries in baric murders and hanged on The
Sussex, including fishing, weaving Broyle. Three were buried there
and iron production, declined, men and the remaining four corpses displayed in chains beside various
sought other means of earning.
Smuggling provided this because it highways (e.g. at Rogate, Selsey
and Trundle Hill). The "Smugglers'
involved many members of the
Stone" (now moved to beside the
community as seamen, lookouts
Broyle Road about halfway beand tub men (carriers of goods
tween Wellington Road and the
from the shore to a hidey hole).
Tub carriers could earn 10/- a night entrance to the Barracks) marked
- more than a labourer's wage for a the place where the three were burweek. For the organizers and sen- ied as a warning to the public.
ior members of a smugglers' gang,
the penalty for smuggling was en- This story began in Jersey in Sepforced naval enlistment, transpor- tember 1747. John Diamond, a
Chichester man and a member of
tation or even death.
the Hawkhurst Gang, obtained a
large quantity of contraband tea
Specially built fast cutters (often
there. Before it could be landed at
with false bottoms) were constructed to move rapidly across the Chichester it was intercepted by an
Excise cutter. The tea and the boat
Channel. The sheltered waters of
Registered Charity No. 268055

A well armed and notorious 'senior'
smuggler. William Heath.
(Hastings Museum).

which carried it were confiscated
and taken to Poole. Incensed by
this setback, the gang resolved to
recover the tea and gathered a
group of 30 Chichester men including John Diamond. They met
in Charlton Forest and then rode
the 50 odd miles to Poole. They
were able to recover two tons of
tea without resistance despite the
presence of a RN frigate moored
nearby. The following day they
were returning with their loot
through Fordingbridge when Diamond was recognized by one
Daniel Chater, a local shoe-maker.
Diamond was later arrested and
Chater agreed to testify against
him. Later, in February the next
year, Chater was escorted by a
Custom House Officer, William
Galley, to make a deposition be(Continued on page 19)
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fore a Justice (Major Battin) at
East Marden.
On their way from Portsmouth
with a letter to the Justice, they
visited the White Hart inn at Rowlands Castle. The landlord became
suspicious and he called local
members of the Hawkhurst Gang
to check up on them. They were
plied with drink and their business
discovered. It was decided that
they should be tortured and killed.
They were whipped and bludgeoned almost to death before being
trussed under the horse's belly
when the smugglers continued
their journey east.
By the time they reached Rake,
William Galley was near to death
and was buried alive in a sandpit.
Daniel Chater's death came two
days later after further beatings and
knife wounds to his face, almost
cutting out his eyes, and an unsuccessful hanging. In some desperation the smugglers threw him head
first into a dry well about 25 feet
deep at Lady Holt Park near
Compton. Even then the hapless
Galley was still alive so two heavy
gateposts and some large stones
were thrown in to finish him off.
Honour among thieves? No: in this
instance seven of those involved in
these events were arrested and convicted because they were informed
on by other members of the gang
in exchange for the King's Pardon.

HM Coastguard and the
demise of smuggling
Despite this much publicised case,
smuggling activity along the Sussex Coast continued for almost 100
more years until HM Coastguard
service was formed in 1831 and
the Royal Navy became more active in coastal policing duties.
There was a revival immediately
after the Napoleonic Wars when
duties on spirits and tobacco inISSUE NUMBER 161~ JUNE 2009

The Smugglers' Stone at its present location on Broyle Road. It was erected
in 1749 at the site of the hanging of seven smugglers on the Broyle. The inscription upon it warns of the consequences of smuggling. This is now
illegible but there is a translation on the adjacent information board.

One of the ancient gravel pits in Brandy Hole Copse where smugglers
could have buried contraband.

creased and demobilized seamen
wanted to continue use of their
skills.
However, by 1833 after some
fierce skirmishes at Rye between
Coastguards and smugglers, during
which the latter came off worse,
smuggling along the South Coast
virtually came to an end.

John Herniman

www.chichestersociety.org.uk

Letters or Emails
to the Editor are
always welcome.
Let us have your views on
any issue in the City.
Please write to the
Secretary,
11 North Walls, Chichester
PO19 1DA or
email Chisoc@hotmail.com
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A warm welcome to our new members
Since we introduced our new brochure (at right) in December last
year, 46 new member households
have joined and we extend a
warm welcome to them all.

contact the chairman, Tony
Dignum, if you are interested.

We always welcome new
members so why not introduce a
friend, using our new brochure.
Whether you are a new member
A copy can be downloaded from
or of longer standing we welcome our website at
your opinions. You can do this
www.chichestersociety.org.uk/
via the Newsletter, at meetings,
membership/Brochure08.pdf
by letter, by e-mail, or at social
and more hard copies are availoccasions.
able on request to 01243 538585.
Any special knowledge, experience or interests you can bring
Membership rates are shown
would be particularly valuable.
below (unchanged for those paying by Standing Order since
We welcome new members of
1994).
our Executive Committee. Please

A request for Email Addresses
Postage rates went up yet again
and it is becoming even more
important to save postage costs
where possible.
Increasingly, organisations like
ours communicate with their
members by email. Our new brochure requests an email address
and over 40% of new members
have provided one.

of the order of £170 (at the second class, small rate), whereas an
email is free.
An immediate application would
be subscription reminders ; another would be meeting notices.

We would like to build up our file
of members’ email addresses and
would appreciate you advising us
of yours by sending an email to
To write to all members now costs chisoc@hotmail.com

Chisoc Date for
Your Diary
Annual General Meeting
Wednesday, 14th October
at 7:30pm
In the Upstairs Assembly
Room

The Newsletter is published by The
Chichester Society and printed by
Annual Membership: £5 by Standing Purco Print, 1a Upper Redlands Road,
Order; £7 by cheque
Reading RG1 5JJ

THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP
Registered Charity No 268055
01243 536725
Email: chisoc@hotmail.com

Under-18s: £2.50
Joint Membership (double): £8.00
by Standing Order; £10 by cheque
Patron: The Mayor of Chichester
Corporate membership: £100.00
President: David Goodman
Vice-Presidents: Joy Crawshaw and Ken (one-off payment)
Newbury
Life Membership (60 and over):
Chairman: Tony Dignum
£75 single; £100 joint
Vice-Chairman: David Laing
Secretary: David Wilson
Treasurer: vacant (Chairman acting as
Treasurer)

Members of the Executive Committee:
Martyn Bell, Madeleine Keene, Cédric
Mitchell, John Pavitt, Bill Sharp, Jean
Symons and John Templeton.
Registered Charity No. 268055

Applications for membership and
annual subscriptions to the Chairman,
Highgate House, West Broyle Drive,
Chichester PO19 3PP
(01243 538585)

Editor:Tony Dignum
Editorial Sub-Committee: Tony
Dignum, Bill Sharp and David Wilson
Advertising : Martyn Bell (01243
839704)
Letters to the Editor to the Secretary,
11 North Walls, Chichester PO19 1DA
Neither the Editorial Sub-Committee nor
the Society necessarily subscribe to the
views expressed by our contributors, but
we believe that all shades of
opinion should be expressed in this newsletter. The Editorial Sub-Committee reserves the right to edit as necessary any
submitted articles and letters.
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